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Chapter 951: Giant Snake! 

“It’s here so fast!” 

Through the teleportation point, Xi Ye saw the huge pupil in the sky. Looking across the starry sky, Xi Ye 

saw an incomparably huge snake-like figure that directly coiled around the planet where the New World 

was located, the pitch-black figure was incomparably dazzling in the dark universe, allowing Xi ye to 

clearly see the huge scales on the terrifying monster’s body. 

This scene reminded Xi Ye of the lessons she had learned in the past. There were some planets in the 

universe that were controlled by the ancient serpents. The entire outer ring of the planet was 

surrounded by serpents. The huge serpents held each other’s heads and tails. They were both male and 

female, coiling around the entire world, they symbolized “Everything,””Perfection,””Reincarnation,”and 

“Yin and yang.”They represented the phenomenon of nature repeating itself over and over again. It was 

both the beginning and the end 

Most of these ancient snakes had the genes of the ancient dragon race in their bodies. When they grew 

to the stage of symbiosis with the planet Titan, they would use the core of Titan to turn their bloodline 

back to their ancestors and evolve into a real ancient dragon! 

Before becoming a dragon, the giant snake would provide many things to the planet. Its eyes would 

bring light to the planet, its breath would bring romance to the planet, and the powerful secretion of the 

body would bring stronger vitality to the planet. 

 

Some arcanists who traveled around the universe were even faster than a joke. Some natives never 

thought that their world was actually surrounded by a giant snake. 

Seer had heard such a story since she was young, but it was the first time she saw it with her own eyes! 

“It’s really… magnificent…”seer muttered. 

“Yeah…”the principal looked at the giant pupil and said faintly, “The ultimate life form in the universe, 

without any technology to extract the ancient life form that has lived until now, there is only this 

magical snake.” 

“What’s the strength of this kind of snake type?”Xi Ye asked curiously. 

“Normally, ancient snakes that haven’t completely evolved into dragons are star level creatures, and 

their attack methods are limited. They can only rely on their huge size and the venom in their bodies to 

attack, and aren’t much of a threat to a true star level powerhouse…” 

Xi Ye was delighted when she heard that, “Then…” 

The principal shook his head, “But this is different. This is an artificial alchemy life form, combined with 

Andrew’s countless eras of research and crystallization, it’s definitely different. A biological weapon 

made by a great lich of that level, its combat power is probably far beyond your imagination!” 



Xi Ye immediately frowned. 

“Spatial fluctuations are the easiest to attract the attention of that monster. If you want to save 

someone, you can only walk out of the portal and save them without using any laws. But that’s 

extremely risky…”. “…”. The principal looked at the sky. “This world has already been set up with the 

map of the Black Goat in advance. I believe that Sandro will definitely have a large-scale alchemy 

ceremony in the future. What effects, what effects, and even whether he will directly sacrifice the 

planet’s core is uncertain. If you go out now, the risk is extremely high!”! “!” 

Xi Ye:”…” 

“And…”the principal looked at the universe through the starry sky and said faintly, “There’s more than 

one troublesome fellow…” 

“…”…”…”…”.. 

F * ck… “…”. His eyes were as big as the Moon. What kind of monster was that? 

Brother Dog’s heart was cold as well. He recalled the terrifying monster that tore through space when 

the void invaded Mars previously. However, even the chill that the monster gave him was not as cold as 

it was now. They were separated by a hundred thousand feet in the sky.., he could instantly feel a 

tremendous and terrifying pressure. 

What should he do now? 

Brother Dog’s heart was in a mess. 

“That… that… Mr. Orc?”Sunny looked at Brother Dog who had not moved for a long time and asked 

carefully, “You… where do you want to take us?” 

David, who was looking for an opportunity to counterattack on his back, suddenly felt his heart skip a 

beat. He looked at Brother Dog Nervously, afraid that the lady’s sudden words would trigger the 

ferocious nature of the monster! 

Brother Dog took a deep breath and looked away from the huge pupils. He said to David on his back, 

“Uncle David, is there a safe place here?” 

Sunny stared at David on her back. “David… Uncle?” 

David’s mouth twitched. He didn’t have a nephew like that. . . 

But this guy doesn’t seem to mean any harm… 

But what’s going on? 

———- — 

“This is…” 

On the southern grassland, the shaman of the Jifeng tribe looked up at the sky, his face full of fear. 

“Lord Salar! What is this?”Asked some young priests at once. 



Since the defeat of Lord Kagar, the Gale tribe has entered an unprecedented period of weakness, the 

entire tribe in the middle of the battle fault, even the old priest is only one salar! 

During the peak period of Kagar’s leadership, Sarar was only ranked fifth among the high priests of the 

Gale tribe. Now, he was the pillar of the entire Gale tribe! 

“An extraterrestrial heavenly demon! !” 

Sarar’s entire body trembled as he said, “It’s an extraterrestrial heavenly demon… I didn’t expect the 

prophecy to be true!” 

Prophecy? 

The priests were stunned for a moment before they recalled a terrifying legend that had been passed 

down from generation to generation. 

When Two Moons appeared in the sky, don’t think that it was a blessing from the gods. Those were the 

eyes of a monster from the Dark Abyss. A monster that could devour the world was staring at you… … 

Eyes… 

It was fine if no one reminded them, but when someone brought it up, everyone looked at the orange-

yellow moon again. They found that the more they looked at it, the more it looked like a monster’s eyes. 

They were cold, vicious, and full of malice! 

“Big… : Sir?”The priest stammers next to him: “How… How to do?” 

Sarah was stunned for a moment, then suddenly remembered something, hurriedly said: “Quickly, the 

scroll please! !” 

———- — 

“Finally come, my child…”just martial imperial city basement, Sandru looked at the sky, the face of elder-

like love and doting. 

Kershugard felt a chill down his spine. 

Through the telescope equipment given by his master, he could clearly see what was outside. He was 

shocked to the extreme. His master’s greatness was beyond his imagination, was this level of monster 

one of his master’s great works? 

“Master, is this our trump card to resist the enemy?”Kershugard said excitedly. 

He really could not think of anything that could be an enemy of such a terrifying creature. 

“Just a little more…” 

Sandro chuckled. Then, his thin and pale fingers began to draw something in the air. Then, the elements 

under the control of the map of the Black Goat began to move along with his fingers, all sorts of changes 

began to happen in a very regular manner. 

Some were converging, some were splitting, some were even fusing… … 



The movement of countless elements caused the entire map of the Black Goat to light up. Under the 

map of the Black Goat, countless monsters began to roar, becoming extremely violent! 

Sandro was like a musician conducting a symphony, directing the elements of the entire map, forming 

countless alchemy arrays in the air. 

Each alchemy array was connected to each other, operating with an extremely precise rhythm. Then, an 

incredible amount of energy was slowly gathering. 

Outside the planet, the giant snake also responded to Sandro’s operation. Black liquid began to flow out 

of its body, dyeing the entire planet black! 

At this moment, the troll hidden in the seer base saw this scene and was shocked. He muttered, “It’s 

that guy!”! ! ! 

Chapter 952: no matter how you look at it, it sounds a little melodramatic! 

It was getting dark… 

At this moment, all the indigenous residents in the new territories saw an extremely strange scene. It 

was already night, and only the Starlight and moonlight could make the world a little brighter, however, 

everyone could still see that the black sky was darker than the night sky and was covering the entire sky. 

It was not a thundercloud that caused the weather to change drastically. Instead, it was something that 

looked like ink. It slowly spread out from a point in the sky. The only Starlight and moonlight were slowly 

eroded. The black water that looked like liquid made the entire sky look extremely dense, it was as if the 

black Milky Way was about to pour down. The scene was extremely spectacular. 

It also gave people the feeling that it was the end of the world! 

“This is… What?” 

 

Looking at the strange phenomenon in the sky, Brother Dog and the other two were stunned in the 

distance. A strong sense of unease spread from their hearts, especially brother dog. A fear that came 

from the ancient genes spread throughout their bodies, every cell was telling him that something was 

coming. Moreover, that thing was very scary and very dangerous! 

“Woo…” 

Sunny shrank into the palm that was holding her in fear. Like a frozen kitten, she shrunk into a ball in 

front of the only bit of warmth that gave her a sense of security. 

Brother Dog reacted in an instant. Looking at sunny like this, his heart was filled with pity. He gently 

closed his palm, and the thick flesh of his palm gently wrapped around Sunny. He said gently, “It’s okay. 

Don’t be afraid with me around…” 

Sunny’s body trembled. She carefully looked up at Brother Dog’s huge and gentle eyes. She did not 

understand why this big guy would comfort her like this. However, she felt a sense of security in her 

heart. 



David, who was on her back, also frowned in confusion. What was going on with this orc? 

The reason why a single horse barged into Kate City was not to assassinate the Earl with the highest 

authority and status, but to find the most unpopular Lady Sunny. Moreover, he was so gentle and there 

was not a hint of malice in his expression… … 

But as the Guardian Knight of Sunny’s mother and Sunny, he knew that neither sunny nor her mother’s 

family should have anything to do with the ORC forces. 

Moreover, with such an exaggerated turn of events, what did this orc know? 

“Is there any place here that is not easy to find and has sufficient supplies?” 

David was stunned, but he did not let down his guard because of the other party’s friendly actions. He 

still said solemnly, “Who are you, sir? What is your purpose? What is going on in the Sky?” 

Brother Dog wanted to say that he was sim, but he looked at Sunny, who had been somewhat calm just 

now. He was afraid that she would be scared. After all, if he said that an orc-like guy had been lurking 

around you with evil intentions.., you would probably find it even more strange. 

At this time, he had to find an explanation that was acceptable to both of their worldviews and that 

allowed them to let down their guard. 

After thinking for a while, he recalled the detailed information that rainy had given him when he first 

arrived in Kate City. He had actually read Sunny’s information many times. Sunny’s mother was the 

direct daughter of Duke Dis of Red River City, thirty years ago, she had married here and was designated 

as the female head of the family. She gave birth to the eldest daughter, Bess, and the second daughter, 

Sunny. 

She died in childbirth while giving birth to the second daughter, Sunny. As a result, the eldest daughter, 

Bess, and the Earl of Kate City had always disliked the second daughter, after that, the mistress of the 

Earl’s Mansion, who was the successor, had even squeezed the second daughter, who did not love her 

father and did not care for her elder sister. As a result, the grand direct descendant daughter of the 

castellan only had David, an old knight who was loyal to his mother. 

Of course… There was also this fake knight. … 

David was loyal to Sunny’s mother, and sunny should have absolute trust in the mother who left Uncle 

David for her, right? 

Thinking of this, Brother Dog suddenly thought of an explanation for his identity… … 

Therefore, he said in a muffled voice, “I am the sword saint of the Southern Fire clan: Grom. “Hell’s roar. 

A hundred years ago, after passing the trial, I came to the north to explore. Thirty years ago, I received a 

favor from Elena. “This is a great favor from Tisch. Today, a disaster has befallen us. Through the 

witchcraft bloodline, I learned that Elena still has a bloodline, so I came here to protect her bloodline!” 

Hearing this, both David and Sunny looked at Brother Dog in astonishment. 

“Mother?” 



“Miss?” 

Elena. Deiss was sunny’s mother and the mistress that David had sworn to be loyal to for the rest of his 

life. 

Sunny was still a little confused, but David’s heart was in turmoil. The amount of information in the 

other party’s short sentence was too much! 

Miss had once done a great favor to a sword saint of a fire tribe clan? How could he not know? 

This was a sword saint, of course he knew the weight of these two words to David, who had once been 

on the battlefield. Among the five great tribes of the Southern Plains, the fire tribe clan, which was rich 

in sword saints, was the most memorable one, the sword saints from the fire tribe clan all had 

extraordinary combat strength. They had terrifying combat strength that even the great chieftain was 

amazed by. The craziest general of the empire, the skull crusher, wanted to kill a sword saint to prove 

his strength! 

The young miss actually had a relationship with such a character? And she even had a great favor for 

him. It sounded even more bizarre than the story that those bards told… 

But if it was a fake, what did the other party want? 

Sword Saints had the strength of generals. When they arrived at the northern plains, they would be 

warmly recruited by the various tribes. Their status was extremely high, and Kate City was only a rural 

city, the Count’s head did not even have the right to make him use his knife in front of these arrogant 

sword saints. 

It was unlikely that he would lie to deceive a little girl, right? 

David frowned and carefully recalled the lady’s life. To be honest, he did not immediately refute brother 

dog’s words because the lady had once been wandering in the northern orc plains! 

Red River City was a strategic city and one of the northern barriers. Thirty years ago, it had been broken 

through by the Blackstone tribe. At that time, many noble women had been kidnapped, including the 

lady who had not been able to retreat in time. 

Everyone knew what would happen to the human women who had been kidnapped by the orcs. At that 

time, everyone, including themselves, had been completely disheartened, thinking that the young lady 

had already met with misfortune. 

However, they had not expected the young lady to return a year later! ! 

She had returned safely, but they could not explain why. Moreover, she did not talk about what had 

happened in the orc plains. At that time, there were many rumors and rumors, saying that the young 

lady had given birth to a child for the goblins outside. 

It was also because of this that the daughter of a Grand Duke would marry far away to such a rural city 

in the south. It was because the young lady’s reputation in the north could no longer be married off. 

Now, if he combined it with the Big Man’s explanation, it seemed to explain why the young lady was 

able to return safely from the northern plains… … 



Although he did not know how the young lady had saved a sword saint, if he had such a character to 

protect him, it was not impossible for him to return safely… 

“But is that really the case?”David still looked at brother dog suspiciously. “Can you describe the lady’s 

appearance?” 

“Well…”brother dog scratched his head embarrassedly. “In the eyes of us orcs, you humans all look 

similar…” 

David:”…” 

“What are the lady’s characteristics?” 

“UH… … characteristics … “…”brother dog pretended to reminisce. “That girl’s smile is very pure, giving 

people the feeling that she’s like the clearest spring water. Her spirit, energy, and spirit are also different 

from that of ordinary humans like you. She doesn’t look at us with that kind of fear and disgust. She’s 

very imposing. Even when she was threatened to reward the goblins, she was still so indifferent. She has 

the air of a hero, uh… “…”. “Oh, and that red hair, it’s very different from other humans…”. “…” 

Hearing that, David frowned. Other than the red hair, the other party’s description was full of boastful 

words. However, red hair was the bloodline symbol of the tis family, and almost everyone in the Empire 

knew about it. 

However, it didn’t seem like the other party was deliberately trying to fool him, because Orcs seemed to 

talk so casually. It would be abnormal if the other party carefully described the details of the young 

lady’s appearance… … 

But could such a thing really happen? 

David suddenly understood something. A noble woman was captured by the Orcs and was lucky enough 

to save a brave grand swordmaster. The grand swordmaster protected her single-handedly and returned 

home. Thirty years later, the grand swordmaster of the orcs sensed that the woman’s bloodline was in 

danger. He even came all the way here to repay the favor… … 

Why did it sound so melodramatic… 

“By the way…”David suddenly realized, “Why did you call me Uncle David Just Now?” 

Chapter 953: Coming (Part One) 

“Why did you call me Uncle David?” 

After hesitating for a long time, David finally found a flaw. According to the other party, the other party 

had already made his way to the northern plains through a trial a hundred years ago. According to the 

normal age of a sword saint, the other party should be at least a hundred and thirty-four years old, 

right? 

Brother Dog immediately fell silent… 



As expected, the story that was quickly made up was somewhat untenable. Speaking of which, why was 

dog egg so good at making up stories? The group of high-ranking officials were all stunned. Even if he 

tried to fool an old knight and a little girl, he wouldn’t be able to fool them? 

No, he would definitely be able to make things right! 

 

“I’m not very familiar with your human language. Just now, this little girl called you Uncle David. Isn’t 

that your name?” 

Sunny: “PFFT…” 

David:”…” 

This… seemed to make sense… 

However, David did not continue to probe further. The current situation was strange. The origin of this 

sword saint was unknown. Regardless of whether what he said was true or false, the fact that the other 

party’s strength could crush him was a fact. It might not be a good thing to expose the other party… 

Just try to trust him for a while… 

With this in mind, David said, “I have a place that should be safer than the castellan’s mansion…” 

———- — 

And just as Brother Dog followed David to the so-called safe place, there was a huge mutation in the 

area of the Black Goat map. 

Countless creatures in the jungle grew manic, howling at the ink-stained sky, filled with fear and anger, 

and the ink in the sky thickened in the image of the Black Goat, in the end, like a black river flowing 

backwards, the huge ink flowed towards the map of the Black Goat like a pillar of water. 

Countless alchemy arrays appeared above the map of the Black Goat. The black water fell onto the 

alchemy array on the highest level. After the precise flow of the alchemy array, it turned to another 

alchemy array. Layer after layer, one after another.., just like a factory’s assembly line, the huge amount 

of black water started to guide, decompose, and combine. Finally, under the processing of countless 

alchemy arrays, it turned into a black robe. 

These black robes were so tiny that they were almost invisible to the naked eye. They quickly floated in 

the air, and the countless mutated creatures in the forest wanted to escape. 

However, although these robes were not fast, like dandelions, they covered an extremely wide area. 

They scattered across the land like snowflakes, leaving no room for any creatures to escape. 

The black robes floated down and landed on the mutated trees. They immediately melted and melted 

into the plants through tiny gaps. In an instant, the leaves of the plants began to turn black, and the 

roots were also rapidly turning black. Scales could be seen growing on them, black-red liquid continued 

to flow out. 



All the living creatures that were touched by the robes had ferocious expressions. Black-red viscous 

liquid began to flow out of their eyes, mouth, nose, and ears, bringing with it a strange fragrance. It was 

as if they had caught an acute virus. 

The earth was wailing, and even the Earth itself was wailing. It was the wailing of the Earth’s 

consciousness, and unlike the last black goat map, the erosion this time had touched the planet’s roots! 

———- 

“What the hell is going on?”At the north-south border, in a huge city, countless citizens looked at the 

sky in horror, their hearts uneasy, one after another out of their houses. 

On the city wall, the general guarding the city looked at the sky with a solemn expression. 

Blue Dragon City was once the largest trading city on the north-south border. After the beginning of the 

mutation, it could be said to be the last surviving stronghold in the northern city. 

Countless powerful survivors of the northern Knight families gathered here, making the military strength 

here unprecedented. Blue Dragon City, which had a huge amount of resources and the farmland in the 

city, also became the temporary resting place for the northern families. 

Several years had passed. Under the heroic Battle of many knights, they had defended against countless 

beast tides. The grains in the city were about to fall to the ground. Moreover, those monsters in the 

northern forest seemed to have some sense, after several beast tides failed to conquer this place, the 

rhythm became less and less. The last time they were attacked was three months ago. 

Many people began to feel at ease, thinking that they were about to gain a firm foothold… 

But this kind of fantasy was shattered in front of this shocking phenomenon. 

Everyone clearly saw that after the huge ink-colored liquid poured down from the sky, everything in the 

distant north began to slowly turn darker, like a painting being slowly dyed. 

The general guarding the city even felt some despair in his heart. What kind of terrifying power could 

cause such a terrifying scene? Was It a god? 

Of course, they wouldn’t think that this power was benevolent. That black color gave them a sense of 

fear that was shocking to the eye. 

“Sound the drums, call out all the men who can pick up weapons! !”The general guarding the city was 

stunned for a long time before he roared and ordered. 

The soldiers beside him heard this and quickly ran over to sound the drums. 

Soon, the lights in the city were lit up and a chaotic sound was heard. 

In less than half an hour, a few black shadows jumped up the city gate and landed next to the general. 

With a closer look, one would realize that the few who landed were the northern generals, the trump 

cards of the big families. After the chaos, they all retreated to blue dragon city. 

“What… What’s going on?” 



After the few generals had reached the city gates, they looked ahead in astonishment, including the red-

robed great mage who had been brought along. 

The great mage’s eyeballs almost popped out when he saw this scene. 

“This is simply the power of a God! !”The great mage muttered. 

As a mage, he could still barely sense that this was the effect of the alchemy array. There was a force 

that he could not imagine being controlled by alchemy in a regular manner, and this scale was 

unprecedented! 

Even when the Black Goat’s map that had shocked him previously was opened, it was not as shocking as 

this. They were not on the same level at all, just like the difference between a flood of a stream and a 

tsunami, although they were all heights that he could not reach. 

“A God?”The Old Knight in the lead had a gloomy expression. “That is also a demon god. The means of a 

god is not to make the world become like this!” 

“What about the soldiers? Have they all called out?”The general who had called out the drums asked. 

“HMM… when they heard the drums, they knew that something big had happened. The soldiers are all 

rushing here. From the looks of it, there’s still some time left. They should be able to make it in time.” 

“Do you think they’re targeting us?”One of the Knights asked. 

“This scale… they’re targeting us?”The old knight smiled and said, “Then they really think highly of us…” 

Looking at the strange phenomenon in the sky, although he did not know magic, he knew that this scale 

was simply on the level of Doomsday. 

“Something is coming!” 

Suddenly, the old Knight said warily. 

“So Fast?”Everyone’s heart tightened as they held their weapons and looked over. Then, they were all 

stunned. 

In the dark ink, there seemed to be a person walking out slowly. As a general, they could see clearly with 

their amazing eyesight that the person was a very familiar person! 

“Lord Gus! !” 

Chapter 954: Arrival (Part Two) 

“Lord Swein?” 

The few remaining generals on the city walls were all shocked when they saw who had arrived! 

Those who were promoted to generals were all high-ranking officials of the empire. They were either 

the trump cards of their families or new nobles who had started new families. Naturally, they would 

recognize the old man below the city walls. 

Empire Ghost Fox: Marshal Swein! 



A legendary figure whose reputation was not lower than Marshal Rox’s. 

 

The old man was actually still alive? 

The few of them looked at each other. An inexplicable feeling welled up in their hearts. Theoretically 

speaking, the mutation had already happened for more than a year. The families who had successfully 

escaped the mutation zone had long escaped, what kind of person was old man Sweyne, who had just 

come out of the mutation zone at this time? 

The old general in the lead looked at the great mage in Red who had climbed up the city wall together 

with him. The mage nodded knowingly and raised a pitch-black maxim in his hand slightly, muttering to 

himself, then, a spark-like light gathered on the staff. 

Although the flame was small, the light that was born was extremely bright. Almost instantly, it lit up the 

surrounding darkness as if it was daytime. In an instant, the darkness behind Swain was also lit up. 

At this time, everyone saw clearly that behind Sweyne stood a group of soldiers in black armor. Each and 

every one of them had the same figure as an ordinary human, except that their faces were a little pale. 

This made everyone suspicious again. 

Could it be that in a corner that they did not know about, Marshal Sweyne had been leading a force to 

fight against the mutation? 

“Luke, what do you think?” 

A rude general behind him asked the old general in a muffled voice. If Isabelle were here, she would 

definitely recognize this person. It was General Sam, who she had a good relationship with! 

“We can’t let him in…”Luke shook his head. “There’s something wrong with Swain and those people 

behind him. Although they don’t look like they’ve mutated, they look really scary…” 

The generals beside him also nodded. Those soldiers stood behind Sweyne like statues, but they all gave 

them an inexplicable sense of terror. 

“The city gate is closed. I’ll go down and talk…”said Luke. 

“You can’t go!”Sam quickly shook his head. “You’re the best at fighting. Who will defend the city if you 

die? Let me do it. I’ve dealt with that old man Sweyne before, so I can still talk to him.” 

“Sam…”Luke glanced at the Fat Man with a complicated look. 

To be honest, these old noble knights actually looked down on new nobles like Sam, who had started 

out in the wild. They thought that they were rude and rude, like a small person who had gained power 

and become rich. They didn’t have any noble temperament at all. 

But this year, he had come into contact with them and found that the wild knight he used to despise was 

actually a pretty good person. He took the lead in battle, fought bravely, and never complained about 

the gains and losses of resources and benefits, he was much easier to cooperate with than those noble 

knights who liked to be petty. 



Just like at this moment, the other party’s first thought was that he was willing to take risks because of 

his importance as a commander. On the other hand, the few old friends around him who were shouting 

the spirit of chivalry had no intention of moving at all. 

Sometimes, Luke even thought that a person like Sam actually fit the image of a knight, right? 

“Be careful, Sam…”Luke gave a sincere knight’s salute to Sam. 

He also understood the importance of his current position. As the only capable commander, if he died, it 

would be even more disadvantageous to the defense. 

Sam grinned, but he did not return the salute because he had never been able to learn this formal 

Knight’s salute, he just hammered his own chest and said, “You’re not bad. Besides Isabelle, you’re the 

second person I’ve seen who can fight, but you’re still not as good as her…” 

Looking at the other person, Luke smiled sincerely. 

If possible, he hoped that he would have a chance to have a good drink with this honest man in the 

future. 

Bang! 

Sam jumped down from the arcane city wall, which was more than twenty meters high, like a meat 

bomb, and smashed a deep pit on the ground with a bang, sam was carrying two huge hammers and 

laughing as he shouted to swain, “Old Man, long time no see. Do you remember me?” 

Swain slowly raised his head and looked at Sam with a pair of green eyes that looked like opals. Sam, 

who was like a mountain of meat, was staring at him with goosebumps all over his body. He held the 

huge hammer in his hand vigilantly. 

“Old Man, where have you been this year?”Sam continued to try to talk. 

Swain still did not speak. Instead, he slowly pulled out the sword at his waist. In the darkness, the sword 

that was as thin as ice was slowly pulled out. It was extraordinarily beautiful, but this kind of weapon 

was more like an ornament than a sword that could be used in battle. 

However, this seemingly harmless sword made Sam’s heart grow wary. His instincts told him that the 

sword… … Was very dangerous! 

Sam slowly took the giant hammer off his shoulder and parried it. Although the two of them were 

hundreds of meters apart, for a general, this distance would only take a few steps for him to pounce 

over. 

However, the other party did not do so. Instead, he slowly raised his sword and made a chopping 

motion. 

“What is he doing?” 

The generals on the city gate were puzzled. It did not seem like he was going to use the sword to 

command the general. This was because the other party was clearly holding the sword with both hands. 

This was a standard chopping motion, although it looked a little stiff. 



“Sam!”Ruda suddenly shouted. He had an ominous feeling in his heart. 

Sam also narrowed his eyes. From the moment the other party raised his sword, he had a terrifying 

feeling that his hair stood on end. Although he was hundreds of meters away, he had the illusion that 

the other party could cut him. 

Bang! ! 

In the next second, the other party moved. The standard slashing action was very similar to the basic 

movement of a Knight’s two-handed sword. The movement wasn’t fast, and it didn’t seem to have any 

lethality. 

However, everyone felt that something extraordinary had happened. 

“Sam?”Luke was the first to notice Sam’s stiff body. Facing Luke’s call, Sam did not move at all. It was 

obvious that Swain’s movement was not meaningless. 

Luke was about to shout again, but in the next second, everyone saw Sam, who was like a mountain of 

meat, split into two and slowly fall to the ground! 

“Sam! ! !”Luke immediately cried out in surprise. 

The faces of the surrounding generals turned pale. Swain actually had the ability to kill a general with a 

sword from a few hundred steps away? 

“Master Durin! !” 

Just as everyone was still in shock, the cry of a soldier came from behind them. 

Everyone quickly turned their heads back, and immediately discovered that the red-robed great mage 

behind them had also split into two, as if he had been sliced flat by something sharp. 

“What’s going on?” 

Luke turned around and stared at Swain. He was sure that Swain had not used his second sword strike 

just now, but why was even durin… ! Wait a minute! 

Luke suddenly realized something, something that he did not want to believe. Durin was standing at the 

same angle as Sam standing at the city gate! 

Could it be… 

But How was this possible? 

Durin was at the city gate, which was 20 meters high. Even if Swain had used sword energy or something 

like that, it would be at least 20 meters long if he wanted to value Durin’s sword energy as well? 

Why didn’t the city wall react at all? 

Wait… What was that? 

Suddenly, Luke realized something terrifying. On the ground where Durin had fallen, there was clearly a 

flat cut line… … 



“Look behind you! !” 

The general beside him suddenly pointed to the back. Luke followed the general’s exclamation and 

saw… In the city, the iconic building representing Blue Dragon City, the Blue Dragon Tower, which was as 

tall as the city gate, was opening up to both sides. … 

It looked as if the entire tower had been cut open. 

Luke’s face instantly turned extremely pale. He followed the cut line and saw that it was the same… … 

Such a ridiculous thing actually existed in this world… 

Luke trembled as he slowly turned his head to look at Swain. At this moment, he discovered that Swain 

had already slowly straightened his body. He pointed the sword in his hand forward, and the sculpture-

like army behind him began to march forward in unison! 

Dong Dong Dong Dong! 

The sound of the orderly footsteps of the soldiers was like the beating of a drum, causing one’s heart to 

tremble. As the strange soldier advanced, at the dividing line, the entire city wall began to split open on 

both sides! 

It was only then that Luke was truly certain that the enemy’s sword had severed the entire city! ! 

“Sir… sir… What should we do?”The generals behind him were all dumbfounded. 

“What should we do?”Luke smiled bitterly. Facing such power, how would he know what to do? 

He only knew that the end of the world… … This time… . It’s really coming! 

Chapter 955: Scroll! 

The place that Uncle David recommended was a secret cellar. It was located under a scrap metal 

collection site. It was very hidden. It was obviously built specially. 

The place was quite hidden, but it was obviously not friendly to a big man like brother dog who was five 

or six meters tall. 

“Uncle David, why don’t I know of such a place?”Sunny followed behind David and sniffed curiously. 

“It’s used to brew wine and repair…”David forced a smile. 

“Really? What kind of wine does Uncle David Keep Here?”Sunny asked curiously. 

 

David: “Uh… I don’t have the money to buy it yet…” 

Sunny was stunned for a moment and then said embarrassedly, “I’m sorry, it’s me who gave Uncle David 

too little money…” 

“No, it’s already good enough for an old man like me to get a share of the salary. Miss, those brothers 

and sisters all dislike this old man…” 



Brother Dog rolled his eyes. David was obviously lying through his teeth. He had not stayed in the 

odoran family where sunny was from for a long time. However, he knew that Sunny’s brothers and 

sisters were very jealous of David. 

David was a silver knight himself. He was already an outstanding military force under the rank of a count 

in the southern countryside. Not to mention that David had the ability of an instructor. From what he 

had seen, there were no less than five people who had offered an olive branch to David. 

Moreover, they were the kind of people who were eager to please David every day. 

Moreover, David had such a large scrap station, so how could he not have the money to buy wine? 

Those who knew the trade all knew about the scrap metal recycling business. Although it looked LOW, 

the profit margin was astonishing. Many people in this business had started from scratch and lived in 

villas and bmws. 

Moreover, the ventilation here was so good, so how could it be a wine cellar? How could there be so 

much food stored in the wine cellar? 

Brother Dog narrowed his eyes. This was obviously the sanctuary that David had prepared long ago. 

But why did he have to prepare a sanctuary? 

David faced Brother Dog’s gaze and dodged slightly. This was indeed the sanctuary that he had prepared 

in advance. 

Back in Red River City, he had never thought that Xiong Cheng, who had stood for less than a hundred 

years, would one day be breached by the orcs. That day, he had not been able to escort the young lady 

out. At that time, he had been thinking.., if he had a place to hide temporarily, would the young lady not 

have encountered that incident? 

After following the young lady to Kate City, the first thing David did was to use his savings to secretly 

build an underground secret passage. Not only could this secret passage be hidden and ventilated, it 

could be hidden for a long time. It was also connected to the back mountain outside the city, he could 

escape through the secret passage at any time. 

For so many years, including after the young lady died in childbirth, he still maintained the habit of 

updating supplies to this secret passage every year. Although theoretically speaking, it would be 

impossible for Kate City in the south to be breached, however, he would never believe in this kind of 

habitual dependence. 

Ever since the incident in Red River City, he had understood that nothing in the world was fixed. 

“There are quite a lot of things here…”brother dog checked it. “There are many sealed jerky, 

compressed biscuits, and… er…” 

Brother Dog was stunned. He saw that there were actually some instant noodles stored inside… 

That was when he had handed this thing over to Marshal Rox and was named by the Emperor as military 

supplies. He did not expect that this guy, David, could actually get so many! 

This uncle had a wild way of doing things… 



“If something happens and you have to stay here for a long time, what about the water source?”Brother 

Dog suddenly asked. 

Because he suddenly realized that whether it was eating compressed biscuits or instant noodles, they 

could not do without hot water. 

David said, “This passage is connected to the hill outside the south gate. There is a running water stream 

on the hill. Later, we can go and pick a few vats to store. I have more than a dozen large vats here. They 

should be able to be stored for a period of time. We can also chop firewood from the back of the hill, 

but we have to be careful when burning things…”. “…”. “…” 

“It’s really a good place… you’re really well-prepared…”brother dog nodded. 

David looked at him silently. It wouldn’t be a big problem for him and Miss Sunny to eat and drink in the 

passage for one or two years, but with this guy, it would be difficult for them to survive for three 

months. 

“Now, let’s talk about it…”David found a place to sit down and looked at Brother Dog. “What’s the 

situation outside… ?” 

Brother Dog was stunned. How did he know what was going on? 

However, he naturally could not reveal it. Otherwise, he would not be able to justify the fact that he had 

traveled thousands of miles across the Empire to protect sunny… … 

Therefore, Brother Dog said with a serious expression, “I don’t know the details, but I know that 

something terrible is going to happen. This will be a disaster for all the people in the world!” 

“There must be a reason, right?”David said faintly, “For you to realize that it is very dangerous and be 

willing to travel so far to protect Miss Sunny, you must have known something in advance, right? Can 

you tell me about it?” 

As expected, it was not easy to fool him… 

Brother Dog’s heart tightened, and he thought to himself, “It seems that I have to make it up again. 

However, David is an old fox and has been in the northern battlefield. He seems to have some 

understanding of the customs and environment of the orcs. The story I made up must have some 

logic…”. 

Therefore, brother dog carefully recalled the orcs that he had come into contact with when he was 

under Pu Yunchuan’s influence. He wanted to make up a story. 

Suddenly, he seemed to have thought of something. 

“In our orcs, the slightly older tribes would offer a scroll!” 

As soon as he said this, David’s face immediately tensed up. 

He knew about this. In those tribes with a long history, the shaman priests would keep a scroll for 

generations. There were once human soldiers who broke into these tribes and seized those scrolls. 

There were also human mages who had studied them. 



The Wizards believed that the scroll was not made by the orcs. It was well-made, and the arcane spell 

formation on the scroll was extremely complicated, as if it had been left behind by a top-notch 

Advanced Wizard. 

As far as he knew, the scroll had been handed over to the Merlin family, and the current Merlin had 

personally analyzed it. There had been no results so far, but he had obtained some information through 

the translation of some ancient words on it. 

The scroll seemed to be saying something about the outer realm heavenly demon! 

There were records about the outer realm heavenly demon in the human civilization. David had also 

heard rumors about this. It was rumored that in ancient times, there were no orcs in the eastern 

continent, the orcs were an alchemy species created by human wizards after they linked up with the 

outer realm heavenly demon through a mysterious ritual. 

In the end, the orcs rebelled and drove the humans out of the Eastern Road! 

However, many mages didn’t agree with this statement, including the Merlin family. 

When the other party mentioned this, David felt that it was somewhat believable because there was 

such a huge commotion outside. If it wasn’t a god, then it could only be the rumored extraterritorial 

demons. 

“You predicted danger through a scroll?”David asked carefully. 

“Yes…”. Brother Dog nodded. “The priests in the hammer of destruction tribe cracked the scroll’s ritual 

and successfully learned the information left behind by the creator of the scroll. They learned that this 

world had been targeted by the omen and predicted that the omen would invade in a few thousand 

years. According to the time provided by the scroll, it should be in these few days … “…” 

Seeing David’s doubtful look, Brother Dog took out a scroll from his backpack and said, “The high priest 

gave me the scroll before he died…” 

David was stunned when he saw the scroll. He didn’t expect the other party to bring the real one. He 

had gone on expeditions with the Duke of Red River before and had personally seized such a scroll. It 

was exactly the same. 

“This scroll belongs to the hammer of destruction tribe?”David was stunned. “Why would I entrust it to 

you?” 

Although Sword Saints were popular, they were all outsiders. How could such an important thing be 

given to an outsider? 

“The destruction hammer is finished!”Brother Dog said in a gloomy voice. “Some very terrifying things 

have appeared in the northern plains…” 

“The destruction hammer is finished?”David was even more shocked. That was a super tribe that had 

confronted the Steel Martial Empire for a thousand years! 



However, he could get used to it after thinking about it. After all, even the steel war empire seemed to 

be finished. This seemed to make sense. If it was an emergency, it was not impossible to entrust the 

scroll to a sword saint. 

However, if that was the case, the situation would be really grim… 

Seeing David’s relieved expression, brother dog heaved a sigh of relief in his heart and thought to 

himself, ‘it’s finally over.’. 

However, these words were not completely made up. They were half-true and half-false. The Hammer 

of destruction was really gone. Under the attack of the emperor of Liver’s expeditionary army under him 

and little cabbage, it had just been destroyed some time ago, and it had swallowed an average person, 

he had obtained the scroll from the hammer of destruction, the hammer of destruction. He had yet to 

hand it over to Pu Yunchuan and the others. 

As for the terrifying thing… ? … players were the most terrifying thing, right? 

Just as he was relaxing, an extremely unfamiliar voice suddenly sounded, “Servants from afar, summon 

me. I will grant you the power to Live! !” 

“Who is it?”Brother Dog suddenly stood up and looked around vigilantly. 

Meanwhile, Sunny and David’s faces were pale. 

After a long time, sunny pointed at the scroll in Brother Dog’s hand and stuttered, “Well… it seems to 

be… talking over there…” 

Brother Dog:”! !” 

Chapter 956: What is the price? 

Southern Plains: 

The current high priest of the Gale tribe brought a group of priests and knelt down on the grass. At this 

moment, the sky was already pitch black. They could only rely on torches to light up their surroundings. 

They could clearly feel the so-called shaman priests.., the surrounding elements became very violent! 

When the darkness came, it would devour the last bit of Starlight and moonlight. That would be the 

arrival of the Sky Demon, the end of the world! 

The High Priest looked at the prophecy passed down from generation to generation, and his heart was 

extremely complicated! 

This kind of prophecy that had been passed down for many generations, in his opinion… :. Even in the 

view of his former teacher, it was already considered a legend. Very few people would really take this 

prophecy seriously. 

 

The reason why it was passed down from generation to generation was just a tradition. 



But he did not expect that he would really be able to witness the descent of the legend in his lifetime. 

He did not know whether it was luck or misfortune… … 

The priest smiled bitterly in his heart. However, the ceremony was extremely solemn. According to the 

prophecy, if the Sky Demon came one day, he would be able to contact the person who could save them 

according to the instructions of the scroll. 

Such a terrifying phenomenon made him try to believe the things left behind by his ancestor… … 

[ Lord who created us, thank you for giving us the Earth and the sky, and for giving us an incomparably 

vast land. For countless years, we have never stopped worshipping you. Now that the disaster that you 

have warned us about is coming, your loyal believers are begging you in fear and trepidation, please give 

us a bright direction… [ … ] 

The priests in the front row knelt on the ground, bowing and praying, while the female priests in the 

back row began to perform the ritual dance. Dancing to please the gods was a tradition of the sacrificial 

cult since ancient times. 

As the female priests performed the ritual dance, the surrounding elements quickly gathered on the 

alchemy array. The scroll slowly floated in the air as if it was alive, emitting a dazzling light. Under the 

light, … An ineffable shadow began to carve the complex alchemy array on the ground. … If a developer 

player is here, he or she will be able to roughly recognize that the structure of this alchemy array is very 

similar to the spatial teleportation array they usually use. 

——– 

Beyond the stars, a huge combination of mechanical battleship is slowly driving to the new territories in 

the galaxy, at this time in the stars to see the new territories this planet will feel particularly strange. 

The entire planet was enveloped by a huge black python. The huge Python continuously flowed out 

black liquid, infecting the entire planet. On the body of the huge python, an incomparably complex 

alchemy array floated in the sky, following the operation of the alchemy array.., the huge snake was 

visibly growing and enlarging. 

One after another, the alchemy array started to spread out along with the huge snake’s size, 

continuously connecting to different planets. When the huge battleship arrived, what it saw was already 

a huge snake that could encircle the size of the Solar System! ! 

“Warning! A level 20 high-level alchemy ritual has been discovered ahead. The life force is abnormally 

strong. Please be on your guard!” 

In the main control room, the Lord looked at the giant black snake and not only sucked in a breath of 

cold air, “It’s really spectacular, teacher!” 

The star-level warriors who could see the entire 5D scene through the spaceship were also stunned. 

They muttered, “This… what is this? The star Python isn’t that big, right?” 

The largest star Python on the market was produced by the East Star Region’s Isana Elven lord. It was 

already publicly recognized as the largest artificial creature python, but compared to this one, it was like 

an earthworm. 



“Sir…”beside the lord, the beautiful flower spirit saw that this kind of monster also had a pale face. She 

hurriedly said, “Should we activate the interstellar cannon?” 

As a level 18 star-level mechanical civilization, it wasn’t difficult to destroy a star system with full 

firepower. Even if this monster looked huge, in her opinion, it wasn’t difficult to destroy it. 

However, the Lord shook his head. 

“Don’t worry, this is not an ordinary creature…”the Lord looked at the huge snake and said, “A level-20 

alchemy creature is definitely not that simple. This kind of biological weapon can not be destroyed by 

fire alone!” 

In fact, any pure mechanical civilization would be at a disadvantage if they could defeat a biological 

opponent of the same level with only fire alone. The Lord of the biological system was not easier to 

defeat than the Lord of the arcane system. He was a very difficult existence to deal with! 

The Lord said, “Activate the particle shield isolation. All biological monitors are activated immediately to 

prevent the invasion of microorganisms. Maintain a distance of one hundred thousand stars!” 

AI said, “Yes, my Lord!” 

Hua Ling was a little anxious when she heard that. “My lord, are we just going to watch?” 

She could clearly see that this was obviously a growth-type refining array. The longer it took, the harder 

it would be to deal with it. 

The Lord closed his eyes and did not speak. He was also hesitating in his heart. His teacher was an 

incomparably terrifying biological alchemist. His work was definitely not something that could be dealt 

with simply by using fire. If he were to rashly use fire, the consequences would be very serious. 

However, looking at it like this, it seemed like his subordinate was worried. This was indeed a growth-

type biological weapon. The longer it took, the harder it would be to deal with. 

“We have to get someone to take a sample!”The Lord said faintly. 

“Ah?”Hua Ling was stunned. Then, she pointed at the terrifying giant snake and said, “Are… are we 

going to take it from its body?” 

She felt that it was more reliable to take a shot from a distance… “…”. Who would be willing to take a 

walk on that damn thing? 

“Go to that planet and take it!”The Lord pointed at the New World and said. 

“Use space travel?”Hua Ling asked. 

The leader frowned. It seemed like he could only use space travel now. He had to avoid the snake 

directly. He believed that according to the rules of the refining array, the snake would not be able to 

attack the interior of the planet for a while, otherwise, it would cause the refining array to collapse. 

However, space travel made a lot of noise when there was no connection point. It was very easy to lock 

onto the location. With teacher’s methods, if the location was exposed, it would be very difficult for the 

person who went to bring the sample back. 



Just as he was in doubt, there was a commotion outside the main control room. 

“What’s going on?”The Lord frowned 

The AI said, “The native that you used space magic to rob wanted to see you, but he was stopped 

outside by your subordinates.” 

Why is he looking for me at this time? Could it be… 

“Let him in!” 

As the AI let him in, a tall orc walked into the main control room. If Rox and the other human generals 

were here, they would definitely be able to recognize him, it was the genius chieftain who had broken 

through the southern fortress in one fell swoop: Hodel. Gale Roar! 

“Why are you in such a hurry to look for me?”The Lord looked at the orc who had rushed in without any 

impatience. Instead, he asked gently. 

“My Lord…”hodel quickly said, “I heard a call from the scroll just now. That voice seems to be from our 

tribe’s High Priest!” 

“Oh?”The Lord and the flower spirit beside him were instantly energized! 

It was really like giving a pillow when one was dozing off. If there was an internal ritual, the spatial array 

that he left over there would have been of great use! 

———— — 

On the other side, Brother Dog’s scroll also received a message. 

“Mortals, do you want to live? Do You Want Power?” 

“What… What’s going on?”David pointed at the scroll. 

How the Hell Should I know? 

Brother Dog looked at the scroll with a strange expression. He didn’t expect this damn thing to really 

have a reaction… … He was just joking… … 

“Mortal, answer me! !” 

Brother Dog’s face twitched. What the hell was this condescending aura? 

What should he do? Would the sound of tearing the scroll disappear? 

But what if something came out of it? 

If it was him, it wouldn’t matter. At worst, he could just kill himself and go back to the city. But Sunny 

couldn’t take the risk here. 

After thinking for a moment, Brother Dog decided to respond first. 

“Ahem… then… What’s the price?” 

Chapter 957: The Pleasantly Surprised Bolton! 



“What’s The Price?” 

Brother Dog asked the scroll. 

“Everything about you…” 

“Everything about me is gone. What do I need strength for?” 

The Scroll:”…” 

 

“Ahem… What I mean is, surrender to me and you’ll get everything you want…” 

“Sorry, Orcs will never be slaves! !”After saying that, brother dog crumpled into a ball and threw it out… 

… 

David:”…” 

On the other side, in the giant mechanical warship, the Lord sitting on the main control panel was silent 

for a while. After a long time, he said to hotell, “Are all orcs… this flirtatious?” 

Hotell was stunned, then nodded seriously. “Most orcs don’t like the word ‘submit’. Usually, if they 

submit, they must be convinced by absolute force.” 

The flower spirit frowned. “Isn’t there already a passage? Why is Sir still trying to contact the passage?” 

The Lord did not say anything, a tall woman with silver hair said calmly, “How can you ask such a 

question?”? Collecting samples was a special agent-type mission, so it was naturally not suitable to 

concentrate the troops. The more scattered the troops, the higher the success rate. Anyway, as long as 

one of the orcs successfully obtained a sample, they would be considered to have completed the 

mission. Moreover, if multiple samples were brought back, it would be more valuable as a reference… 

“…”. “…” 

Hua Ling looked at the other party coldly. “I didn’t ask you…” 

The silver-haired woman’s cold expression twitched slightly, and the veins on her forehead popped up. 

To be honest, if it wasn’t for the fact that the Liege had always protected this silly woman, she would 

have long made a move to let the other party know what a dangerous society was! 

The Liege looked at the two dolls with a bitter smile, sighed, and shook his head. Then, he looked at 

Hoult. “You mean that the orc tribes are very scattered nowadays, and these scrolls have been 

distributed to many ancient tribes, right?” 

Hotell nodded. “As far as I know, the southern tribes alone have at least ten large tribes that have these 

scrolls. However, they are all used as symbolic items. Very few people believe the legends on the scrolls. 

I only decided to use the scrolls after I heard the voice transmission from the Lord’s scrolls.” 

“I see…”the liege nodded when he heard that, but his expression was somewhat solemn. 



This confused the silver-haired woman, so she asked curiously, “Sir, isn’t it a good thing that the scrolls 

are scattered? This means that our troops can also be scattered into the interior of that planet, and the 

rate of collecting samples will be higher.” 

“But it will also be easy for other outsiders to sneak in…”the lord shook his head with a bitter smile. 

“Outsiders?”The flower spirit and the silver-haired woman were stunned. “Where are the outsiders 

from?” 

Just as they were puzzled, the AI’s cold mechanical voice immediately rang out. “An unknown force is 

approaching. Please prepare your defenses, Lord!” 

The silver-haired woman and Flower Spirit’s expressions tensed up, and they hurriedly opened their AI 

to look over. 

Through the AI’s image, they saw the outsider the lord was talking about… … 

It was an incomparably spectacular group. Countless transport ships formed a resplendent nebula, and 

behind the many transport ships, there were actually close to ten planets. These planets were covered 

with strange biological features, some were covered in scales, some were covered in disgusting flesh 

and blood, and some were covered in densely packed blood vessels. The entire planet was flowing with 

black and red blood. 

Through the screen, one could feel that these planets were like sleeping terrifying beasts… … 

“Who are these people?”Hua Ling was shocked. “Could it be that person’s power?” 

“Activation technology…”. “…”. The overlord smiled. “Teacher stopped using it many years ago. 

Furthermore, teacher wouldn’t entrust his fate to a deity overlord. A character like him wouldn’t trust 

anyone other than himself. He should be here to get a share of the spoils. However, what’s interesting is 

where did this guy get the news from?” 

“…” 

On the other side, an intelligent prompt from Bolton force sounded at the same time. 

“Your Lordship, please take note, an unknown force has appeared in front of us. Threat Level: S rank. 

Based on our initial assessment, they are the main force of a level 19 mechanical civilization or above. 

Your Lordship, please get ready for battle! !” 

“Main force?” 

Bolton, who was sitting firmly on the main star, had a solemn expression when he saw the other force. 

He then smiled at the stunned Ryan and said, “What did I say? Your cousin is not simple, is he?” 

Rennes had an incredulous expression on his face at this moment. He had thought that his own lord had 

made such a big fuss out of nothing. He had not expected that other lords would also make such a big 

fuss out of nothing. 

As someone who had been born in Zhanzheng College, he immediately recognized the origin of the giant 

battleship on the screen. It was from the divine martial mecha series of the sixth Lord. It was based on 



the 17th generation divine martial mecha to create a giant mechanical skeleton, after that, it was used 

to load tens of thousands of transport ships and battleships. The exquisite structure could reduce the 

traveling consumption of hundreds of millions of battleships to an inconceivable level. 

And this connection could unify all of the firepower. If they were scattered, they could launch military 

attacks on the scale of an army. When they were combined, they could truly fight flexibly in the form of 

super mechas. It was currently the top mechanical technology in the universe, there was still no 

effective way to conquer it. 

Those who could get their hands on this technology were not only strong enough, they also had to have 

a certain relationship with the sixth lord. Currently, there were no more than ten great lords who had 

this technology, according to the intelligence reports, not even wine god Lord, who had never been on 

good terms with Rennes. 

It was a great lord, and it was a great lord with a great background! 

“Lord… Lord…”Rene felt a lingering fear in his heart, fortunately, the Lord had used all of his trump cards 

this time. Facing such a force, he could at least make the other party feel some fear and wouldn’t act 

rashly. Otherwise, based on what he had thought back then.., it would be difficult for him to escape 

unscathed even if the other party was unhappy. 

“I… What should we do now?” 

Rennes naturally did not want Bolton to clash with a lord of such a level. If they were to fight, it would 

be a pyrrhic victory. Furthermore, it was highly likely that the other party’s forces would take revenge on 

them when they returned. 

He knew that there was no one above Lord Bolton… … 

“There’s no need to rush…”Bolton smiled. “You’ve done a great service this time!” 

Ryan: “Eh?” 

Burton: “If your little cousin was just an ordinary person, you would have been terrified if I couldn’t use 

such a huge force to save you. But now…” 

Burton stood up and looked at the distant galaxy. Through the nebula, he saw the incomparably huge 

black snake! 

“There’s actually such technology in this world! !”Bolton’s eyes revealed a trace of excitement. “Ryan, 

you did well. If we can get that thing this time, we have hope of advancing to a star-grade civilization! !” 

Ryan’s heart shook again when he heard that. He felt that his worldview had been somewhat destroyed 

today. A technology that could allow his own civilization to break through to a star-grade civilization? 

It appeared in the Seer’s territory? 

What had that Kid encountered all these years? 

Chapter 958: Targeted Brother Dog… 

“It’s a star-level civilization…” 



Rennes, who had retreated to the command center, was still in a daze. He hadn’t expected his liege to 

come to such a conclusion! 

A star-level civilization was the threshold to officially become a great lord in the universe. It required a 

very complicated comprehensive evaluation, including the size of the territory, military power, and the 

competitiveness of the technology market! 

Of the three conditions, the territory was the easiest to achieve. In the endless universe, this resource 

was theoretically unlimited. With Lord Bolton’s current power, if he did not take things slowly and 

steadily.., he could even expand the current territory by more than ten times. 

Therefore, when the evaluation was done, the central organization’s evaluation criteria was the 

utilization rate of the territory. It included the utilization of resources, the utilization of the population, 

and the overall quality of the population. It was not simply that the bigger the territory, the higher the 

score, otherwise, it could be said that one’s territory was big enough even if one occupied some mineral 

stars. 

 

However, these things could be operated, so it was the least important of the three items. The last two 

items could not be cheated. 

The ratings of military forces and the competitiveness of products in the technology market were often 

seen by outsiders without special ratings. 

In the end, the best weapons on the market were weapons. If you could occupy a large enough share of 

weapons, it would prove your military and technological strength. 

Burton and Wine God were officially rated as Level 19 in the federation. They were only one step away 

from the star level, but this step was a distance that many lords could not cross, there were countless 

lords like wine god or Burton that had been born in countless eras in the universe. There were only 100 

that could possibly advance to the star level! 

And at least 90 of them had existed since the ancient era when the ten great lords had been formed. 

They had never been shaken! 

The so-called gods of flowing water and the iron-forged star level were just like this. Entering the star 

level meant that they were truly a top-tier noble family. They could truly create a royal family for their 

own race. 

There were trillions of races in the universe. There were not many that could be officially recognized as 

royal families. The Elf race, the Xi Ling race, and the bronze race all had royal families, but in the final 

analysis, it was all because these races had at least one star-grade deity behind them! 

Behind Bolton was an ancient demon from the abyss. In terms of bloodline and number of experts, they 

were not weaker than the elves. But why were there no royalty among the demons? 

Because the authorities did not acknowledge it. Up until now, there was not a single star-grade demon 

faction in the entire federation. This was also what Rennes knew. This was the greatest revenge Lord 

Bolton felt in his heart. 



As someone who had first come into contact with the core of the power, Rennes roughly knew that Lord 

Bolton had set up many grand plans in order to take this step, this included the investment he had made 

in the multidimensional battlefield to compete with the heavenly humans. 

But even with that grand plan, Bolton had never said that he would be able to advance to the star-

ranked if he succeeded in obtaining that plane. But here, he had said it… 

Thinking of this, Rennes looked at the gigantic snake that was 100,000 stars away with a complicated 

expression. He did not know how seer managed to disarm such a high-level technology, nor did he know 

what role seer played in this incident. 

However, thinking about it, he felt that seer was probably just a lackey? 

However, it was already inconceivable that a lord who had just started would be able to come into 

contact with such a high-level technology. 

This bastard… 

A fire rose up in Ryan’s heart, and he became very irritated. . . 

Why, why does this guy always get so lucky for no reason? 

———— 

“See?”In the middle of the two major forces, both sides did not notice, there are two physical body 

across the universe following the figure. 

They were the illusionist who had been sent to follow Bolton: Maya and the female knight who was 

wrapped in heavy armor. 

“This time, we really didn’t come in vain, TSK TSK!”Maya clicked her tongue, looking at the huge snake in 

the distance and said, “Your lordship is indeed extremely wise, Bolton that imp came with such a huge 

formation, there really is something good here.” 

“Something good?”The female knight frowned and looked at the huge snake. “That thing is very 

dangerous. My instincts tell me that I can’t deal with it if I fight it head-on. Moreover, it is getting 

stronger every second. It is a very strange creature. I have never seen it before.” 

“I have never seen it before either!”Maya rubbed her hands together and said, “I have never seen a 

biological alchemy array with such a structure. There is definitely a biological alchemist who is more 

powerful than Master Rui Lin hiding on that planet!” 

“More powerful than Master Ruilin?”The female knight frowned. “Are you sure?” 

Master Ruilin was the Chief Biological Alchemist under Lady Evya, and Lady Evya’s power was a real star-

ranked power. She was ranked sixth in the East Star region and was the god-like pillar behind the 

Succubus clan, although the power was not purely biological, the biology department was also one of 

the main factions of their own power. For Master Ruilin to be the Chief Alchemist of Evya’s power, he 

was naturally a top figure in the federation. 



Raylin had served as the head of the Biology Department of a top-tier Academy several times. He was 

well-known in the academic world. There were no more than three people in the Eastern Star region 

who could be compared to him. One of them was the honorary principal of the Royal Elven Academy. 

In the end, Maya told her that there was an alchemist who was even more powerful than Master Raylin 

in such a remote place? 

Seeing the female Knight’s obviously disbelieving expression, Maya did not care at all, instead, she 

patiently explained, “At least master Ruilin can’t make something like this. This is a dragon… Oh my god, 

back then, there was a lunatic who came up with a shocking theory. I thought it was just a delusion. I 

didn’t expect that it could really be made…” 

“A Dragon?”The female knight frowned slightly and looked over there. No matter how she looked at it, 

that thing didn’t seem to have anything to do with dragons. 

However, if she continued to strengthen it according to this intensity, she really could not be sure. 

“Artificial dragon, Madman…”the female knight muttered and suddenly thought of something. 

“You finally thought of it, right?”Maya whispered from the side. 

The female knight: “That person… wasn’t he banished?” 

Maya: “That kind of person, if he is banished, there are 10,000 ways to come back!” 

The horseman was silent, and after a few seconds she looked up. “This is too important to report to Lord 

Evya!” 

“You have to report it… . “Maya narrowed her eyes and said, “But we can’t do it here. There’s no magic 

net here. If we want to contact Lady Evya, we have to activate at least a level-14 psychic spell from a 

distance. It’s easy for those two forces to discover us. I have to find a place far away from here to 

contact Lady Evya. Moreover, in order for Lady Evya to make sufficient preparations, we’d better gather 

more information… “…”. Then, she looked at the giant python in the distance and said, “It’s best to 

collect some biological samples.” 

“That’s Easy!”The female Knight pulled out her sword. “Head or tail?” 

Maya:”…” 

“Do you think the other two families are dead? How can we go back alive when you’re so high-profile?” 

“Then what should we do?”The female knight frowned. 

“We have to go into the main star to collect more valuable samples.” 

“The main star? You wouldn’t be indifferent if you want to go in directly, would you?”The female knight 

muttered, “And… the other two families will keep an eye on us. If we go in directly, we will be 

discovered.” 

“F * ck, you are finally more normal!”Maya could not help but cover her head. She was afraid that the 

other party would be prepared to charge into the main star. 



The female Knight looked at the other party coldly. She hated the feeling that the other party looked 

down on her intelligence. The reason why she did not like to use her brain was not because she was 

brainless, but because in many cases, her strength did not require such effort! 

HMM… that was it! 

“Cough…”looking at the other party’s unfriendly gaze, maya coughed lightly, “I felt it just now. There 

was a trace of summoning fluctuation in the main array star. That Tunnel is faintly discernible and does 

not seem to have been occupied. We can use this tunnel to enter.” 

Chapter 959: the defeated soldiers… 

The Sky… did not seem to have any intention of lighting up… 

David estimated that it had been almost twelve hours since the strange phenomenon yesterday. If it was 

a normal time, it would already be noon, but it was still pitch-black. 

A thick black liquid was flowing in the sky, without a single ray of light penetrating in. The darkness that 

seemed to cover the entire sky seemed to describe the current situation. 

However, the residents of Kate City were not as panicked as they were yesterday. Even David could see 

many people trying to walk on the streets. Many shops were trying to open. 

Compared to the fear of the unknown, what drove people to action was greed. 

 

The prices of all the goods on the streets were crazily rising, especially wheat. The price could be said to 

have skyrocketed. The last person who bought wheat here shouted ten steel arms coins per pound. That 

person gritted his teeth and bought it, facing the next customer, the peddler dared to shout fifteen steel 

arms coins for a Jin. 

The surrounding people learned from him. By the time David came to the market to buy some goods, 

the price of wheat had already risen to fifty steel arms coins for a Jin. 

It was equivalent to the price of grain increasing fifty times in a day! ! 

Doomsday theories were spread everywhere in the streets and alleys. Many people were advocating to 

quickly store the grain, causing people to be anxious. In fact, through David’s observation, he found that 

the ones who really advocated doomsday theories were those peddlers. 

They encouraged others to buy supplies and reserves, but they themselves were frantically selling 

supplies. Reality proved that the people who spread the rumors the most were actually the ones who 

didn’t believe the rumors. It had to be said that humans were really magical creatures. 

After walking around for a while, David found a grain store that was priced at 70 steel coins per catty 

and began to line up. It wasn’t that he had to choose the expensive one, but he felt that money wasn’t 

of much use now. It was a rational choice to exchange all of it for supplies, this store had the least 

number of people lining up. It was most likely that he would be able to sell all the money he had. 

If what the ORC said was true, then these currencies would soon lose their effectiveness in the future… 



“Sir David?” 

Just as David finally reached his seat, the wheat seller suddenly stared blankly at David. David 

immediately recognized him. wasn’t this the servant in charge of purchasing in the Count’s mansion, 

Harry? 

“Why are you here?”David frowned and looked at the shop full of old grain. He said faintly, “Are you 

secretly selling grain from the Count’s Mansion?” 

“No, no…”Harry quickly shook his head. “My Lord, don’t talk nonsense. I don’t have the courage to do 

that. The Count asked me to sell it…” 

“At this time, the count actually asked you to sell grain?”David was stunned. “Shouldn’t you be 

collecting grain?” 

“What grain?”Harry curled his lips. “The Count’s mansion has so much old grain, and the harvest has 

been cheap these two years. We were worried that we wouldn’t have a place to sell it. If something like 

this happens, shouldn’t we quickly stock up?”Harry suddenly glanced at David, he said carefully, “Sir… 

Don’t tell me you really believe that the end of the world is coming?” 

David:”…” 

“You don’t think this is the end of the world?”David pointed to the sky and said. 

Harry curled his lips. “This is most likely the doing of some master wizard. It looks like he’s bluffing. If it’s 

the end of the world, why didn’t anything happen?” 

David suddenly fell silent. He actually didn’t know how to refute. 

“Sell me two hundred catties first…” 

He had planned to change all the money into food, but now he wasn’t sure. After all, it was still 

uncertain whether the orc’s words were reliable or not. He had to leave some money, right? 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Just as David was preparing to load the food, a strange but familiar sound echoed throughout Kate City. 

This was… 

Kate’s body tensed up. This was the sound of a war horn! 

“I want 1,000 pounds. Install it immediately! !” 

Harry:”…” 

—- — 

“Uncle orc… What kind of person is my mother?”In the basement, after spending some time with the 

orc, sunny realized that it was easier to get in touch with it than she had imagined. Hence, she, who was 

naturally kind, took the initiative to communicate with it. 

Brother dog: “Uh… I’m not old. Don’t call me uncle…” 



Sunny: “But aren’t you more than a hundred years old?” 

Brother Dog: “We Orcs have a long life span, a hundred years is equivalent to a human’s twenties.” 

“You’re lying!”Sunny pouted and said, “I’ve read the Anthura logs, the average life span of orcs is not 

high, many goblins only live to thirty-five years old!” 

“That’s a low-grade orc!”Brother Dog said righteously, “We are all high-grade orcs with golden blood, a 

glorious race, how can you compare that low-grade goblin to my Hellscream?” 

“Oh… I See… Golden Blood? Your Blood is Golden?” 

“It’s just an analogy…” 

“Then why do many of your names like to be called ‘Roar’?” 

Brother Dog’s expression was awkward. He didn’t know how to answer for a moment. He couldn’t say 

that he was a chuunibyou, right? Therefore, he coughed lightly and said in a low voice, “Weren’t you 

asking about your mother just now?” 

“Yes, yes, what kind of person is my mother?”Little Sunny easily changed the topic. 

“A very strong and beautiful woman…”brother dog pretended to be reminiscing and then looked at 

Sunny. “Very similar to you!” 

“Is that so?”Sunny looked at the gentle eyes of the orc and immediately shook her head embarrassedly. 

Her heart was filled with joy. Other than Uncle David, very few people directly praised her beauty. 

“Then… then how did you meet my Mother?” 

Brother Dog: “It was a dark and windy night…” 

Brother Dog immediately took out all sorts of melodramatic stories from the TV series of his previous life 

and made up a story. It only scared the little girl until she was in a daze. Hearing it with great interest, 

David, who was pulling the grain back, was speechless. 

He always felt that if this guy wasn’t wearing orc skin, he would be very suitable to eat the bards’rice. 

“Uncle David is back?”Sunny excitedly patted the stone slab next to her. “Brother Orc is telling a story 

about his mother. Come and listen to it!” 

Brother Orc? 

David’s face darkened. He suddenly regretted letting Miss Sunny stay with this orc. He felt that there 

was something wrong with this guy’s attitude toward Miss Sunny. 

However, for a long time, sunny would have to entrust it to this guy… 

“Did something happen?”Brother Dog was very sensitive and noticed that something was wrong with 

David. 

“The horn sounded in the city. I have to go and take a look!” 

“The horn?”Brother Dog’s expression tensed. “Do I have to go? Isn’t it good to hide here?” 



“I have to go and see what’s going on, right?”David smiled and said, “No matter what, I’ve eaten the 

earl’s food for so many years. I have to have some professional ethics, don’t I?” 

Brother Dog:”…” 

“Uncle David, can you not go?”Sunny said with a worried look. 

“It’s okay…”David walked over and gently patted Sunny’s head. “Uncle David, I’ll be fine. I’ll just go over 

and take a look. If anything happens, I’ll be the first one to run back!” 

“PFFT…”sunny suddenly laughed. “Then… then you have to run faster…” 

Brother Dog:”…” 

Several people did not see, in the distance, by the dog brother kneaded into a ball of the scroll, is a 

strange position, the center of the scroll out of an eye, quietly watching the Dog Brother Gang! ! 

——– — 

At the same time, at the city gate, the soldiers on guard looked at the flood of regular armed knights, 

suddenly began to shake the hands with weapons. 

After all, they were Southern soldiers who were used to living a comfortable life. How would they ever 

experience the killing intent of a regular army? 

The leader of the Knights rode on the empire’s regular dragon horses and slowly stepped forward. he 

shouted, “I am Luke Constantine, the guardian of Blue Dragon City. I am urgently commandeering Kate 

City. Tell your castellan to open the city gate!” 

Chapter 960: the retreating Blue Dragon Army 

“What? The Guardian of Blue Dragon City?”The castellan of Kate City, Count Spaulen, hurried to the city 

gate. He, who had always paid great attention to his image, did not even have time to put on his shoes 

before he ran into the carriage. 

A year ago, Blue Dragon City announced that they had begun to collect resources from all the cities in 

the south to strengthen their defense line. They said that they would raise a large number of soldiers to 

defend against the terrifying evil spirits in the northern forest. In order to live peacefully, they were 

threatened by the strong soldiers of the major families, they would also silently contribute a large 

number of resources. 

In other words, in the past year, Blue Dragon City had replaced the Imperial City and became the target 

of everyone’s worship. There was even news that two months ago, Blue Dragon City was going to 

rebuild the Knight Academy and recruit outstanding students to train, it was as if they were going to 

rebuild the empire. 

After this news was released, some of the nobles even secretly discussed it. However, most of them did 

not have any objections. As long as they could continue to maintain the decent lives of the nobles in the 

south, they did not really care who was in charge. Of course… “…”. Some of the more ambitious ones 

were thinking about whether they could participate in the reconstruction of the university and allow the 

southern mages and scholars to participate in the political discussions. 



They were originally trying to test and compromise with each other. Why did the Guardian suddenly 

come to their side? 

 

Siboyin felt that things were getting worse. He remembered that he did not mention anything about 

participating in the political discussions. Of course, the main reason was that it was useless to mention 

it. Their Orlando family did not have any mages at all! 

After the carriage arrived, the castellan hurriedly put on a pair of military boots with the help of the 

soldiers and quickly ran toward the city gate. 

“Sir Guardian…”at the city gate, the count heard a voice that was neither servile nor overbearing from 

afar. “Opening the city gate is such an important matter, and the count still has to give the order 

personally. He has already sent people to inform Sir Siboyin urgently. Please wait patiently, Sir 

Guardian…” 

Luke, who looked tired under the city gate, looked up at the knight on top of the city gate. He was 

different from the city guards who were so scared that they stuttered. The person who spoke was 

obviously a man who had walked out of the battlefield. 

Luke respected such people, so he nodded slightly and did not speak anymore. In an instant, the entire 

army was as quiet as a pile of statues. 

On the city gate, David took a deep breath. Having been on the battlefield, his eyes were very sharp. 

With one glance, he could tell that these soldiers had obviously been defeated by some kind of attack. 

Not only were they worn out, but they were also in a sorry state, there were also many injured 

stretchers behind them. 

But even under such circumstances, they could still maintain such an exaggerated military discipline. It 

could only be said that they were a battle-hardened army! 

But what made him even more curious was what could cause such an army to retreat to a place like Kate 

City? Was it internal strife. Or… 

David looked at the sky. Perhaps it had something to do with this strange phenomenon! 

Just as David was puzzled, a soldier sneakily ran over and whispered in his ear, “Sir, the count has called 

for you to go over…” 

David frowned slightly and thought to himself, ‘why is that guy still nagging if he doesn’t hurry over to 

open the door?’. ‘If I really wait for him to get impatient, he won’t end well for you…’. … 

He quickly walked down the city gate and saw Spaulding below waving at him. 

The corner of David’s eyes twitched. What was the duke thinking about this kind of profiteering? Even if 

the young lady’s reputation was damaged, he should at least find a decent one, right? 

“Sir Count…”David walked forward and said weakly. 



“David, it’s great that you’re okay!”Sperin looked concerned. “I had people look for you all night 

yesterday!” 

Hehe… “…”. David did not believe a single punctuation mark on these words, but he still forced himself 

to say gratefully, “Thank you for your concern, sir.” 

“Then… that David…”the count said carefully, “What’s the situation outside? Why would the guardian of 

Blue Dragon City come to our small place?” 

“It’s possible that something big has happened…”speaking of serious matters, David’s face became 

serious. “There are at least tens of thousands of soldiers. They are all first-class elites!” 

“Tens of thousands of soldiers?”The count took a deep breath. “Then… how long do you think they will 

stay here if we let them in?” 

David said, “It depends. If It’s a short rest, they should leave after a day or two of resupplying. If they 

want to use this place as a stronghold… they might not be able to leave for the time being…” 

“Then what do you think is more likely?” 

“The latter…” 

David directly broke the other party’s fluke, making Spaulding’s face turn extremely ugly. 

It wasn’t that he deliberately picked a bad outcome to say, but to tell the truth, from the Blue Dragon 

City’s retreat route, if they wanted to retreat and defend, they should have gone through White Cloud 

City, blue Ding City, which wanted to replenish a large amount of resources, was obviously the best 

choice, but it just so happened that the small path took Kate City’s remote location. 

Not only was this place small in size and lacking in resources, but it also had a low strategic position. Its 

only advantage was that it was not easy to be discovered, and it was more defensive. It was suitable to 

be used to avoid a wave of dogs. 

If this was the function, then the other party would not leave for the time being… … 

“David, if I choose not to open the door, can you withstand the pressure?”Sperin hesitated for a 

moment. 

David stared blankly at the other party. He had the urge to pry open the other party’s head to see if it 

was made of tofu, after holding back his emotions for a long time, he said, “I can try to hold on for a 

quarter of an hour for sir so that Sir can make use of this time to write a will…” 

Sperin:”…” 

This annoying fellow’s mouth was still as tricky as ever. If it wasn’t for the fact that there was no one 

available, he wouldn’t have bothered with this arrogant fellow. 

At the thought of this, he glanced at the knight generals behind him who were trembling in fear. He felt 

a wave of helplessness in his heart. It was true that most of the Knights in the South were idiots. 

“Sir… … Don’t hesitate anymore … …”David could not help but say, “I know that you are afraid that Kate 

City would not be able to withstand the consumption of so many soldiers, but you must know that we 



do not have the ability to refuse. If we really make the guardian rush in impatiently, it would not be as 

simple as losing money and resources…”. …” 

“I see!”Said sperin, waving his hand wearily. “Then open the Gate… David, come with me to meet the 

Guardian in person!” 

——– — 

“What a surprise… This native planet has such a pure Titan…” 

Under the stars, Maya, the Enchantress, watches the dog with a scroll. 

“This Titan’s body training is not bad, its foundation is very solid, its bloodline should be very pure…”. 

The female knight rarely agreed with Maya’s point of view, “A Titan with a normal bloodline would not 

be able to train its body to such a level at his level … …” 

Maya glanced at the female knight. Ever since the former third overlord, the Ace Titan Army, was 

annihilated by Cang Yue, this survivor had always been very quiet, but when she met Outstanding Titan 

Juniors, she would often appear very interested. 

Therefore, Maya controlled the scroll and directly jumped in front of Brother Dog. 

Using a low and distant voice, she said, “Mortal… Do You Desire Power?” 


